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There are a number of good reasons to say that big bang support evolution theory's idea of 

creation by pure statistical chance alone. And that is why: some people do think that big 

bang can happen out of nothing. That standpoint of view, albeit not new, are reiterated by 

stephen hawking from cambridge, in his latest book: the grand design.[1][2] 

Another middle-point of view, if you are believer of middle-viewpoint, is that there is a 

substantial amount of complexity which is irreducible in nature, sufficient enough to say 

that there must be the Grand Intelligent Designer, according to Behe and a host of other 

proponents of ID.[3][4] But still they do not want to admit that there should be God who 

are behind those flawless creations.  

Now if you are really an astronomy person, you can free your mind of those emotional 

baggage from philosophical school or other pseudo-teacher who do not prove anything in 

their life, and start to think afresh from data: 

a. if big bang is true, then the universe stabilize and evolve to become more and more 

structured, but  that is contradiction to the basic proposition of second law of 

thermodynamics, that entropy is created continuously along the time. Using this argument 

alone, which stephen hawking should be more adept because he is famous for his black 

hole entropy which has never been observed, then one can argue that big bang create 

entropy along the course of time, and by doing so the universe is eventually getting more 

and more inherently chaotic. This is in contradiction with big bang proponents’ own 

proposition.  

b. furthermore, typical of philosopher like stephen hawking (even if he said that philosophy 

is dead), he only wish to have his words heard, regardless without sufficient proof. For you 

to know, according to black hole proponents, there should be blackhole inside the galaxy 

center of our Milky way. But despite there is very large mass inside the Milky way center, 

its center remains bright,[5] that is enough disproof for all hypotheses of black hole by 

stephen hawking. 

___________________________________ 
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Picture. milky way center show a bar and bright center, and not a black hole. url: 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2005/08/0817_050817_milkywaybar.html 

 

c. if you are honest astronomer, there is growing consensus of the universal law which 

suggest not only irreducible complexity, but also scale-organization (note that this time we 

do not use self-organization terminology or s.o.c.). By scale organization we mean that 

there is seemingly organization across different scales, which can be characterized for 

instance by hausdorff dimension ~2, for instance across different astrophysics 

observation.[6] There is also hint pointing toward ordering in nature, for instance 

quantization of planets both in solar system and beyond (exoplanets) which seem to 

suggest that the Grand Designer, means clearly God, do create and recreate the universe.[7]  
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d. some other clever physicist like Erwin Schrodinger has suggested that there should be 

negative-entropy in order to resolve the contradiction of entropy in the big bang and time 

progress, but nobody seem to observe the negative entropy until now.  

 

e. similar hausdorff measure can be found in quantum mechanics. Feynman already 

mentioned that quantum mechanics are characterized by dimension ~2. See the work of 

Ord, Nottale, and others for they are already completing their program concerning scale 

relativity theory.[7]  

 

f. even if your calculation points to something, which this time we should verify if stephen 

hawking calculate his own proposition, saying that you can create something out of nothing 

is not only ridiculous but awkward, just the same way as you always think of black hole 

which do not exist. 

 

g. Hawking apparently argue in his last book, that based on quantum theory then the 

universe has multiverse-history, but that is only if we accept the notion of sum-over-

history and path-integral quantum mechanics. The meaning is that what he says is full of 

'ifs', furthermore hawking's model is full of fine-tuning of parameters (quote: “We discuss 

how the laws of our particular universe are extraordinarily finely tuned so as to allow for 

our existence”), just like what M-theory proponents are busy trying in order they can 

explain elementary particles. Do not be disguised by hawking only because he often poke 

you with philosophical questions, because this guy has not the same quality of Einstein to 

ponder things deeply even with simple thinking-experiments (hawking apparently lack this 

quality, he only cite and recite Einstein’s questions and reinterpret that questions to what 

he likes to think). The result of quantization model in astrophysics, suggest that the 

distance between the Sun and Earth, for instance is not result of anthropic principle, but 

can be derived from a wave-equation model.[7]  Actually, anthropic principle is another 

circular logic type of thinking, kind of thinking which an old guy tend to use to disguise a 

young student.   

 

h. another remarkable coincidence is that the Cosmic Microwave Background Temperature, 

that is 2.73 degree Kelvin, are surprisingly resemble menger sponge dimension. In other 

words, the Cosmos may look like a big sponge just like what Zel'dovich outlined few years 

ago.[8]  
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i. of course, microbiologist or palaeonthologist or philantrophist like bill gates perhaps has 

their own way to say whether they prefer to be believers of God or not. And even if you are 

a philosophy student, then you may have risk to get your grade scaled down only because 

you admit that you do not swallow all evolution garbage.  

 

Finally, to quote last comment by Paul Sheldon in [1]:  

"I choose to believe in a God that is so kind as to permit me to understand without 

dismissing me with “Just because I said so”. Such a God does do something in the universe: 

he is what Jaim Ginnott called a good teacher/student. My faith says I and the entire 

research community are manifestations of God." 

 

 

Sept. 3, 2010 

love, Jesus Christ 
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